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Review (49): It’s a Wonderful Life: A Checklist for Determining Marital Compatibility; Introduction to Doctrine on Diskette and Web Site Presentations

	(61)	The attraction stage of romance is based almost entirely on emotion often complicated by lust.  Unfortunately this stage is where marriage too frequently occurs.  Care must be taken to discern the trends of the one you are dating to determine if there is soul compatibility or not.  Here is a brief checklist:
A.	Spiritual Compatibility:
1)	Find out first of all if your date is a believer.
2)	If so, determine what that person considers to be the Christian way of life.  In other words, “after salvation, what?
3)	Many believers can voice basic principles but it is important to find out if you share the same theology.
4)	If the theology matches up then seek to determine if you can reach agreement on the same local church as a place for spiritual growth.
B.	Soul Compatibility:
1.	Get some solid idea of what the other’s goals are in life.
2.	What is the general mental attitude of your partner?  If the man is a bully and orders you around he will do so in marriage.  If the woman whines and complains all the time she will do so in marriage.
3.	Do you find you both have similar norms and standards about the affairs of life?  For example, is there authority orientation, a work ethic, fiscal responsibility, and the willingness to orient to the demands of a corporate relationship?
4.	Does the man display attributes of aggressive love and does the woman display the attributes of a responding love?
C.	Economics:
1.	There needs to be general agreement on how to manage money, how it is to be invested, and how it is to be spent.
2.	If the woman is financially endowed before marriage then she needs to be assured that her intended will not seek to spend her money but rather earn on his own the necessary income for the family.
3.	If the wife does not possess a significant bank account then it should be decided ahead of time if she will enter the work force, to what degree, and, if possible, for how long.
D.	Family:
1.	It should be decided ahead of time whether both desire to have children or not and, if so, how many.
2.	If children are desired then it should be determined how they are to be educated both academically and spiritually.
3.	Agreement should be reached on how the children are to be disciplined and trained, what policies will be followed and enforced, and who is the final mediator of disputes.
E.	Lifestyle:
1.	A clear understanding of the partner’s lifestyle habits should be determined.  Does either one drink to excess, use drugs at all, frequently gamble, borrow money, owe money, or spend money emotionally.
2.	Is he or she above or below your social standing and what sort of pressures, if any, will that create from both inside and outside the marriage?
3.	Has either one been sexually active before the relationship began and has that been resolved through rebound and doctrinally altered behavior patterns?
4.	The ideal situation is virgin status for both the man and the woman entering marriage. 
5.	However, if past indiscretions are managed through rebound then God forgives those guilty and he forgets the sins.  They should also be forgiven and forgotten by the innocent party and never brought back up again.
	(62)	These are some of the things that must be considered before marriage.  If they aren’t addressed then any one of them could cause problems in the marriage and could potentially lead to either divorce or separation.
	(63)	If you enter into an unequally yoked marriage or if you and your spouse married as unbelievers, the salvation of one does not grant that person the right to divorce the unbelieving spouse.
	(64)	But if the unbeliever decides to leave the believing spouse may let he or she go and become the innocent party of the divorce or file for divorce.
	(65)	How does this make the believer the innocent party?   Because the only legitimate reason for a divorce in this case would be adultery.  Therefore, if the unbelieving spouse sought a divorce, it would have to rely on a divorce gimmick
	(66)	However, if the unbeliever spouse desires to remain in the marriage the believer should remain because as verse 15 states, “God has called us in the sphere of tranquility.”  The issue then becomes reconciliation.
	(67)	Further, the objective of the believing spouse at this point becomes evangelism as is stated in the next verse:
1 Corinthians 7:16 -	For how do you know, O wife, whether you will save your husband?  Or how do you know, O husband, whether you will save your wife?

Introduction to Doctrine on Diskette and Web Site Presentations
Eric Parsons: Doctrine on Diskette
In recent studies I have emphasized the difference between Bible class and Bible study.  Bible class is where I seek to communicate the principles of divine truth that will assist you in the execution of the Christian way of life.  Bible study is your effort to convert this information into long-term memory traces or wheel-tracks of righteousness.  Such Bible study can occur in Bible class but it also has its greatest impact away from the general assembly.  It occurs when you review tapes, study your class notes, or read certain publications.
This church is the beneficiary of a tremendous Bible study tool which has been developed by Eric Parsons called Doctrine on Diskette.  Eric has developed a system that so efficiently indexes our studies that you can easily review classes as far back as October of 1994—exactly five years of Bible classes.
Eric is going to take a few minutes this morning to present to you a demonstration that is designed to show you how easy it is to use this Bible study tool.  You do have to have a computer and some computer knowledge.  But Eric has made it so simple that anyone can effectively and efficiently use his system.
Pay close attention to what he has to say and you will be introduced to one of the most efficient means of Bible study ever developed.  He should get this patented.

Paul Davey: The Web Site (http://www.gdcmedia.org)
About two years ago Paul approached me with the offer of developing a Web site for the church.  He asked my permission to begin work and I consented.  Paul indicated that if we went with the idea the cost to the church would been minimal only involving original start-up costs plus some telephone bills.  Paul and his business partner, Jay Woodmansee at SymCast, have graciously donated Paul’s time, experience, knowledge, and dedication along with the company’s cutting-edge equipment to this project.  Had Grace Doctrine Church sought to develop as high a quality Web site on the open market it would have cost us well over $15,000 and we’d still be counting.
Assisting him along the way was Tim Smith.  Tim developed a gizmo—an official title would involve too much technical electronic and computer terminology for me to go into in any detail.  But I can say that it is so sophisticated that those of us who don’t have a clue about such things have not fully realized how ingenious an invention Tim developed for us.  It is so powerful that Paul is able to put on our Web site the audio of every lesson I have taught since the beginning of Joshua in August 1998.  It presently stands at 201 lessons.  In addition, you are able to print out the class notes that I used to teach each of those 201 lessons.   These provisions are updated after every Bible class.  And finally, if you are in a situation where you cannot make it to church, you can log on to our Web site and listen to Bible classes live.
For the past year Paul has been continuously improving our Web site by consistently adding certain things to it.  He has recently sought to streamline the site to make it easier to use.  In doing so he has redeveloped the appearance of the site and this new image looks extremely professional.  It presents Grace Doctrine Church in the best possible light.
Following Eric’s presentation, Paul will introduce you to the new and improved Grace Doctrine Church Media Ministries Web site.  He will show you around all its pages and give you an idea of what’s there.  Later on, in about a month, Paul will do a “second session” during which he will illustrate how to maximize the assists that are available on the site.
Both of these men have done tremendous jobs in compiling and preserving the doctrines taught from this pulpit over the last five years.  Their efforts have been totally devoted to giving the positive believer associated with Grace Doctrine Church the ultimate advantage in maximizing his spiritual growth.  Give them an objective hearing.  You have available two media tools for learning that are simply not available to any other congregation in the world.  No church anywhere has the kinds of things available to it like these two men have developed.  Their inventions are much easier to use than you might think.  They have made every effort to make them user friendly.  I encourage you to attend and concentrate even if you do not own a computer.  If you don’t, once you see these presentations, you may be motivated to include a new item on your Christmas shopping list.
Eric will kick things of at a quarter till the hour.
[NOTE: See “Special Studies” page for an audio stream of these presentations.]

